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De-Banalisation 
of  Sexual Violence 

 in Baenga Bolya’s La Polyandre

Abstract 
In Baenga Bolya’s 1998 novel La Polyandre, the main plot revolves 
around the practice of  polyandry (women with multiple husbands) by 
Congolese immigrants to France. The polyandrous women commit 
violent acts as punishments against men in their tradition, which 
therefore inscribes these women in their own legacy of  violence, 
one which is concomitant to colonial and neo-colonial legacies of  
violence against women. In the scenes of  female-on-male violence, 
the author uses excessively graphic language, seeking to write against 
the “normalisation” of  sexual violence of  neo-colonial patriarchal 
bodies. This paper argues therefore that, by writing this legacy 
of  female-on-male sexual violence, Bolya highlights male sexual 
dominance and violence against women. 
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Introduction: From Cannibale to La Polyandre
Baenga Bolya, born in the Democratic Republic of  the Congo 
(DRC) in 1957, only published three fiction novels in his relatively 
short lifetime. Bolya, who passed away in 2010 in Paris, is probably 
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best known for his 1986 novel Cannibale due to its extremely graphic 
scenes of  rape and mutilation. Yet his 1998 novel La Polyandre, 
ostensibly a detective fiction about the serial murder and castration 
of  male Congolese immigrants to France, is just as, if  not more, 
disturbing, vulgar, and brutal as Cannibale. Whereas Cannibale 
represents African male and female victims of  rape at the hands of  
men, La Polyandre deploys a gender role reversal and portrays African 
(and French) women as the perpetrators of  a sexual violence on 
men; there are no female victims to sexual assault in this latter novel. 
Perhaps La Polyandre’s supposed genre could explain why, with the 
exception of  Lydie Moudileno who argues that the vulgarity in La 
Polyandre is related to the question of  freedom, scholarship is largely 
lacking on La Polyandre.1 The novel’s protagonist is Oulématou, a 
Congolese immigrant who practices polyandry, a form of  polygamy 
wherein women have multiple partners. Her main partner is Bourru, 
a white French journalist who protests against unfair treatment 
of  African immigrants to France. However, in the end, the reader 
learns it is Bourru who was the killer because he was threatened by 
Oulématou’s polyandry. The crime serves, therefore, as the backdrop 
to the practice of  polyandry in France by the Lele, a people from the 
DRC. In its in-depth, detailed descriptions of  the Lele polyandrist 
tradition – wherein any male who violates the rules is punished by 
flagellation, castration or other inflictions of  pain on the genitalia – 
the novel accentuates rather subversive representations of  female 
sexuality and practices of  physical violence. Bolya’s portrayal of  
female-on-male sexual violence, one in which women manifest 
their sexual desires, puts the Congolese female body on display in a 
virtually unprecedented manner in Francophone African literature.2 
Through a gender reversal in the victim / perpetrator equation of  
violence, Bolya emphasises the particular bodily violations black 
women were and remain subject to in neo-colonial and post-
colonial forms. In so doing, it is a male author who fosters not only 
a heightened visibility for the Congolese women, but returns to 
these women control of  their own bodies.
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La Polyandre runs counter to scholar of  race and sexuality 
Audre Lorde’s call for Black women being able to define themselves; 
it is, after all, another example of  a man writing about women. 
Nonetheless, it is through his writing about these women and the 
male bodies they violate that Bolya underlines and denounces 
violence against women. La Polyandre, set in late twentieth-century 
France, highlights the atrocities of  sexual violence through the 
particular case of  Congolese Lele women but simultaneously insists 
upon the universality of  the practice. In 2005, Bolya published 
a series of  essays entitled La Profanation des vagins, in which he 
denounced rape as a weapon of  war.3 Published seven years after La 
Polyandre, La Profanation des vagins details instances of  rape throughout 
the 1990s in multiple African countries – Rwanda, the DRC, and 
Uganda. Bolya insisted that, while these “barbaric” practices are 
not endemic to the African continent, Western nations still hold a 
distinct attitude towards Africa: “Manifestement, il y a deux poids, 
deux mesures…Commettre des crimes contre l’humanité…des viols 
collectifs au Libera, en Sierra Leone – en Afrique –, est moins grave 
qu’en Bosnie, en Croatie, au Kosovo – en Europe” (19, 89-90). In 
La Polyandre, both Congolese and metropolitan French women are 
perpetrators of  sexual violence on Congolese men in France, which 
thus destabilizes the dichotomy between acts of  rape which occur in 
Europe and those that occur in Africa.

Bolya’s novel is part of  a larger trend which emerged at the 
turn of  the twenty-first century in Francophone African novels 
wherein violence became more extreme and graphic with explicit 
portrayals of  the body in abjection, horror, and abasement. 
Although the other novels taken as examples for this literary trend 
– all about the Rwandan genocide in some fashion – contain some 
detailed, explicit descriptions, they are brief  and more allusive in 
nature than not. For example, in Alain Mabanckou’s Les petits-fils 
nègres de Vercingétorix he writes around a rape: “il libéra un râle bestial 
de jouissance, se releva…le pantalon kaki au niveau des chevilles” 
(Mabanckou, 2002, 55). Boubacar Boris Diop’s Murambi, Le livre 
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des ossements contains a particularly gruesome passage about what 
happens after a rape: “Quand ils ont fini, ils te versent de l’acide 
dans le vagin ou t’enfoncent dedans des tessons de bouteille ou des 
morceaux de fer” (Diop, 2002, 121).4 Nonetheless, this passage is a 
fairly isolated event, with the majority of  other references to violence 
relying on general terms such as ‘kill, rape, torture.’ Furthermore, 
Francophone literary scholars Odile Cazenave and Patricia 
Célérier have concluded that these other novels present more of  a 
“reflection on the ultimately inexpressible experience of  violation” 
(Cazenave and Célérier, 2011, 108). While these male Francophone 
African authors allude to the sexual violence performed upon 
African women, Bolya makes explicit and graphic mention of  these 
corporeal violations, working against this notion of  inexpressibility 
in order to denounce this form of  violence. Additionally, Diop’s 
female narrator raises an important question as to whether a male 
author can or should speak in the place of  a (raped) woman. In La 
Polyandre, however, a male author describes the male body in pain 
and engages in what I call a “flood of  violence”: a proliferation 
of  excessive images of  the violated body in which nothing is left 
to the imagination. La Polyandre deploys therefore a surplus of  
expression insisting that the horror to which Congolese women 
have been subjected is and must be representable. Through Bolya’s 
insistence on the profuse representation of  violence, he also seeks 
to de-normalise, de-banalize, and simultaneously de-pathologize the 
violence that he saw as a daily occurrence in the African Great Lakes 
region and disabuse readers of  the notion that this violence is in any 
way natural to Central Africa.

In his analysis of  the language in Bolya’s first novel Cannibale 
(1986), as well as Sony Labou Tansi’s La vie et demie (1979), Pierre 
N’Da argues that the vulgarity in these novels shows the truth of  
how depraved society and humans are: 

La crudité des mots et la surenchère des expressions les plus 
dévergondées chez Bolya comme chez Labou Tansi inscrivent 
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leur texte dans le vulgaire […] il est à l’image de cette société 
dégénérée où il n’y a plus de valeur qui tienne […] Si les valeurs 
humaines sont bafouées, il est tout à fait normal que cela s’en 
ressente dans le langage, un langage qui colle à la réalité et la 
restitue […] pour dévoiler […] l’avilissement dont [l’homme] 
peut faire preuve. La transgression au plan de l’expression 
verbale […] vise surtout à faire tomber le maquillage 
grotesque de la réalité sociale (N’da, 2003, 57).  

The graphic reality depicted by Bolya’s language of  profuse 
obscenity and crudeness in La Polyandre is one in which Congolese 
women find themselves in a paradigm of  (European, White) male 
sexual dominance. For example, when the (white) Parisian inspector 
in charge of  the murder investigation, Robert Nègre, learns that 
polyandry implies women should have several husbands, he 
responds “Bon sang, c’est le monde à l’envers” (Bolya, 1998, 59). 
Cameroonian philosopher Achille Mbembe (2001) describes the 
forms of  colonial domination as phallic, noting that subordination 
of  women continues in the postcolonial period. In Bolya’s work, 
sexual dominance represents one way in which post-colonial female 
bodies, victims to sexual violence, are inscribed in a patriarchal body 
politic. La Polyandre shows that a sexual colonisation that began 
in colonial Belgian Congo migrated to and therefore continues in 
contemporary France, revealing a timeless patriarchal body politic in 
which men (in power) perpetuate a subjugation of  women through 
both sexual and violent means. 

The polyandrous women who commit violent acts as 
punishments against men in their tradition create a female Lele 
legacy of  violence, one which is concomitant to colonial and neo-
colonial legacies. Bolya converges all of  these legacies through the 
character of  Rosemonde. When Rosemonde, a white French woman, 
attempts to appropriate the tradition of  polyandry, she distorts the 
Lele tradition and it is at this point that Bolya’s disturbingly base 
and cruel language reaches its peak, presenting the Congolese body 
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as a victim of  a new legacy of  neo-colonial (sexual) violence which 
joins together and blurs the Belgian, French, and Lele legacies; one 
cannot be sure if  the violence being exercised is in colonial Congo or 
contemporary France. Similar therefore to Mbembe’s argument that 
“the spread of  terror fragments inhabits spaces, blows apart temporal 
frames of  reference” (Mbembe, 1990, 267), the extreme violence in 
La Polyandre ruptures boundaries, both between nations – the DRC 
and France – and between temporal delineations – colonial and 
post-colonial periods. The “flood of  violence”, a language of  excess 
in gruesomeness and vulgarity, provokes then a reconsideration of  
the post/neo/colonial paradigms which continue to engender and 
make manifest the bodies which re/produce violence.

Sex as Weapon: The Banalisation of  Sexual Violence in Africa
In 1947, the Belgian colonial presence in the Congo rendered the 
previously common practice of  polyandry illegal, arguing that it was 
“incompatible avec l’ordre public” (Bolya, 1998, 47). Yet, it seems 
that only female polygamy was completely outlawed ; although 
both polyandry and polygamy were forbidden by the law, polygamy 
was more openly tolerated (Pitshandenge, 1996, 18). Colonisation 
thus doubly subjugated women. Moreover, this extra subjugation 
represented a form of  sexual colonisation in which black female 
sexuality was outlawed while, on the other hand, the European 
white men fetishized the colonised African woman, with both 
“hate and desire for the black woman” (Omolade, 1995, 362). This 
sexual colonisation is transformed into a neo-colonial version of  
itself  in contemporary France where the French characters display 
a perverse fascination with the Congolese tradition of  polyandry, 
treating the women as erotic objects while French society condemns 
it at the same time.5 Along the lines of  what Sharon Patricia Holland 
notes in her work on the ties between racism and the eroticization 
of  women of  colour, the sexual neo-colonisation of  polyandry 
voids the erotic value for the Congolese women as they hold erotic 
value for the French: “Blackness… not only produces ‘erotic 
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value’ for whiteness, but it holds the very impossibility of  its own 
pleasure through becoming the sexualised surrogate of  another” 
(46). Belgian and French colonisations thus made manifest the ties 
between eroticism and racism and the additional subjugation of  
Congolese women. 

In his descriptions of  the proliferation of  rape as a tool 
of  war, Bolya writes on more than one occasion of  the banality 
and normality that have become associated with violence against 
women, particularly in Central Africa. Bolya cites a late 1998 verdict 
from the Rwandan International Crimes Tribunal in which rape was 
finally declared as a crime against humanity:

Jamais la violence sur les femmes n’a été aussi barbare, si 
banale […] Les crimes sexuels […] sont devenus aussi massifs 
que répétitifs […] La culture internationale de l’impunité à 
propos des viols de guerre qui prévalait avant le verdict […]  
était la norme universelle. Le viol comme arme de guerre était 
banal! (Bolya, 16, 100).

The emphasis on the “culture of  impunity” vis-à-vis rape reveals that 
Bolya’s writing was concerned with challenging the normalisation 
and banalisation of  rape which this culture engendered. Along those 
lines, Bolya argues that what greatly contributes to the normalisation 
of  rape is the idea of  the “indicible”, denouncing the language with 
which official French-language discourse avoids speaking directly 
about rape: “Ce language fleuri, ce français coloré ne doivent pas 
masque l’ampleur de cette terrible catastrophe de la raison” (33). 
In order to combat the banalisation of  rape, Bolya argues that we 
must “name the crime:” “Cette guerre des mots est essentielle…
Plus que jamais, il faut nommer ces actes qui ne relèvent pas de 
l’indicible” (137). To that end, he includes passages in which the 
horrific brutality that women underwent is laid out in graphic detail, 
such as when soldiers inserted their guns or other weapons into the 
vagina (24, 31).
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Published seven years prior to La Profanation des vagins, La 
Polyandre presents an inversion of  gender roles in sexual violence 
in order to highlight violence against women. Bolya’s excessive 
vulgarity and graphic language of  violations of  male bodies and 
their genitalia is a direct response to the rape and other forms of  
sexual violence he had witnessed in the Great Lakes region in the 
1990s. The physical “sanctions” on the men in La Polyandre appear 
in obscene detail that is excessively crude, lurid, and depraved. 
Black feminist scholars have long highlighted male domination in 
both sexuality and violence and that black women can be victims 
to both white men and black men, claiming that black women in 
particular are in a position of  double oppression in terms of  both 
gender and race.6 This surplus of  vulgarity and obscenity amplifies 
and de-banalizes the black female experience through a reversal and 
subversion of  the established Western norms of  male dominance 
in sexuality and violence in order to emphasise through language an 
overabundance of  monstrous acts committed on black women.  

Patriarchal Bodies of  Mut(il)ation
Women represent the majority of  the perpetrators of  violence in 
La Polyandre. There is one exception, however: the killer, Bourru, a 
white male journalist. In scenes where Bourru performs unsettling 
acts, Bolya’s language is less severe but manages nonetheless to 
saturate the pages with blood and other bodily fluids. The novel 
opens on the description of  three “ebony” bodies lying in a pool of  
blood whose penises have been “sawed off ” and bodies are marked 
with “Nègre=Sida” (11). AIDS is in, fact, part of  the motive behind 
the murders as Pim Higginson notes in his analysis of  the novel: 
“African men are agents of  a toxic sexuality (AIDS) that threatens 
the stability of  the hermetically contained Western subject’s 
authority and sexual ownership of  the racial other” (124). Similar to 
Higginson’s notion of  the “sexual owner of  the racial other” AIDS 
is only part of  Bourru’s motives, as he was also jealous and could not 
stand his black, female polyandrist having other partners. Bourru 
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epitomises then this sexual colonisation and patriarchal body politic 
wherein he considers the black female his property and refuses her 
the right to choose to share herself  with any other male, particularly 
not the “sexually dangerous” African. 

 Nevertheless, in one scene Bourru re-enacts and films the 
torture of  three African men. Oddly enough, Bourru (perhaps to 
try and implicate a white woman as the killer) dresses up as a blond 
woman during the filmed reenactment. Despite the revelation at the 
passage’s end that the three “victims” tied themselves up willingly, 
the scene of  their “torture” begins as though it were real: 

Trois Africains au visage charnu, les yeux hagards, gisaient 
nus sur la moquette. Leurs jambes et leurs bras étaient 
entravés par des chaînes. Autour de leur cou un collier d’acier 
les empêchait de bouger la tête. De grosses boules […] 
étaient enfouies dans leur bouche, interdisant toute parole. 
Ils suffoquaient [...] (132-3).

This passage concludes with another reference to the three African 
men as “suppliciés” suggesting that, while the re-enactment perhaps 
started as a simulation, it quickly turned real, and the men endured 
genuine torture, distress, and suffocation. Although the passage’s 
beginning could be interpreted perhaps as erotic fiction, the repeated 
reference to the “suppliciés” forces us to dwell on the details of  the 
agony of  these African men. 

Any suffering which these African male bodies endure is 
imposed by what appears to be a white French woman in a semi-
reversal of  patriarchal violence. Bourru’s cross-dressing partly 
inscribes him in the subversion of  the patriarchy body politic 
as if  now it is a woman violating male bodies. Nevertheless, any 
matriarchal element is a false addition, a temporary disguise, so 
that Bourru re-iterates the paradigm of  colonial violence upon a 
(formerly) colonised body. Reminiscent of  Frantz Fanon’s remarks in 
his sociohistorical work on the construction of  racialised identities, 
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Peau noire masques blancs, Bourru is the “maître blanc” who literally 
through chains renders here “le nègre esclave”. Bourru, though, 
repeats this gesture more than forty years after Fanon published 
this work; his repetition then blurs the time of  colonialism with the 
end of  the twentieth century. Yet, his reiteration occurs in a country 
which was never technically a colony itself, but a coloniser, equally 
blurring spaces of  post-colonisation wherein perhaps France could 
be considered itself  a postcolony.

Female Power in Re(de)generation
Bolya writes the Lele women as erotic subjects with their own desires 
in order to denounce and counter the European fetishization of  the 
Congolese woman and allow the Lele to reclaim – albeit perversely 
through violence – control of  their own bodies. The polyandrous 
Lele women use men for their own desires, wherein, contrary to 
Western sexual practices highlighted by scholars like Audre Lorde, 
they no longer define themselves in terms of  male attention. They 
thus operate outside of  the patriarchal body politic, all while using 
male bodies for their own sexual and reproductive desires. The 
Lele thereby exercise Lorde’s power of  the erotic in which women 
“acutely and fully feel” sensations, unlike in pornography where the 
sexual act is merely one of  “doing” (54). It is from this female place 
of  erotic power that the women create what they call “sanctions” 
against the “infractions” committed by men who violate their 
established social rules. The vast majority of  these punishments 
are physical and inflict pain and agony upon the male, examples of  
which include “planter sauvagement des aiguilles dans les testicules” 
(66) and a woman who “frappa un grand coup de machette sur la 
verge” (53). The specificity and gratuitousness of  the language – not 
simply “place” but “thrust” needles which is then amplified by the 
adverb, nor merely just castration – puts male genitalia on display 
as objects of  pain, even in these small excerpts. It is through this 
gender reversal’s flow of  torment that the text locates a reflection 
of  male-on-female violence while equally inscribing the Lele in its 
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own brutal legacy. 
 In one of  the longer depictions of  female violence on men, 

the scene shifts from one of  subversive punishment to sadism, in 
which the male serves as object on whom pain is inflicted for female 
pleasure. In this scene, a man is disciplined by his wife, Fatoumata, 
for having looked at another woman. The man has no voice, but 
enters the room, having accepted that he is to be punished, at which 
point his wife goes to him and strikes his buttocks with an electric 
cable. Yet Oulématou soon takes over, where her actions exceed 
the question of  this man’s (reluctant) consent. Her appropriation 
deepens and twists the Lele tradition into something more than 
punishment: 

Celle-ci lui arracha le fil électrique et se rua vers l’organe 
sexuel du mari prisonnier. Elle […] commença à fouetter sa 
verge avec le fil électrique. Le malheureux hurla. Ses cris et ses 
pleurs envahirent la pièce. Oulématou ne se priva de flageller 
les testicules qui pendaient à l’air libre. Les vociférations 
de l’époux infidèle excitaient davantage Oulématou. Elle 
redoubla donc d’énergie et affina ses frappes chirurgicales 
(180).

Bolya’s excessive language performs an overflow of  violence, where 
he spares little detail as he describes the act of  torture as well as the 
man’s ensuing agony: “frappes chirurgicales”, and “bavait”, “hurla”, 
“cris”, and “vociférations”. In La Profanation des vagins, Bolya notes 
that there was widespread and deliberate rape by men who knew 
they were AIDS positive, repeatedly referring to the penis and what 
he calls its “contaminated semen” as destructive weapons (18, 23-
25, 91). Looking beyond the punishment itself  in La Polyandre to 
the disturbing and detailed imagery used to describe it, the text’s 
manifestation of  excess underscores a collective desensitisation 
to violence against women by accentuating damage to otherwise 
damaging sexual organs. Bolya thus inverts the vulgarity of  the 
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paradigm of  female-troubas-victim-of-violence in order to recall 
this paradigm to mind and to show us how we are too often 
unmoved by this very (banalised) vulgarity. As perpetrators, rather 
than victims, of  violence, these women control their own bodies 
but they nevertheless reproduce the patriarchal body politic where 
one gender controls, subjugates, the body of  the other. Thus, 
while these women are not the same as their perpetrators, they 
nonetheless remain complicit in the continuation, reproduction, 
of  these bodies (politic) and their ongoing patriarchal and colonial 
oppression. Bolya’s text confronts the (sexual, racialised) (post)(neo)
colonial forms of  subjugation that women face by turning these 
representations inside out in graphic, vulgar fashion to remove the 
“makeup” of  patriarchal reality. 

La Maîtresse Blanche: the female neo-colonialist
Throughout the novel, the text reveals that Rosemonde – a French, 
white character who has studied polyandry and helped immigrants 
come to France – is on a quest to become a polyandrist herself. 
It is through her quest and violations of  African male bodies that 
La Polyandre’s surplus of  vulgarity reaches it summit and exposes, 
subverts and destabilizes, in lurid terms, the Eurocentric post/neo/
colonial patriarchy. The French, much like the Belgian colonialists in 
the Congo when they outlawed the practice, impose on Congolese 
bodies a (distorted) European paradigm from without. Rosemonde 
violates the men in ways which fall outside the Lele rules of  
polyandry, thus reinforcing the power of  Western structures of  
gendered domination and violence and commits a neo-colonial 
sexual colonisation of  these men’s bodies. 

While Rosemonde’s appropriation of  Lele polyandry 
becomes another iteration of  colonial structures, through a gender 
reversal, Rosemonde recasts Fanon’s “maître blanc” from a female 
place of  power. She becomes “la maîtresse blanche”, and becomes a 
perpetrator of  a violent neo-colonial subjugation of  the African. In 
a five-page excruciatingly long passage, Rosemonde pays a Ghanaian 
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prostitute to commit degrading acts on an unwilling, drugged, tied-
up African male. In a twisted re-inscription of  Fanon’s claim that 
“le nègre est un jouet entre les mains du Blanc…” (114) it is now a 
White woman who treats this man as the “plaything” upon which to 
act out her appropriative fantasy:

Va pisser sur ce monsieur, ordonna Rosemonde en lui 
montrant du doigt un Africain frêle, les yeux livides, le 
visage émacié par la peur [...] ‘Assieds-toi dessus, écrase son 
membre avec tes fesses [...]. De temps à autre, il poussait des 
cris inaudibles. Ses cordes vocales ne fonctionnaient presque 
plus. – ‘Enfonce-lui ton beau derrière sur la bouche. Assieds-
toi dessus comme sur un W.-C. Pisse dans ce W.-C. Pisse 
[…] – My God, my god ! murmura la Ghanéenne.’ ‘Arrose-le 
maintenant avec ton urine. Une belle éjaculation’ [...] Soudain, 
une pluie torrentielle d’urine jaillit entre les cuisses felliniennes 
de la Ghanéenne (89-91). 

Rosemonde amplifies and exceeds the Lele tradition – even 
Oulématou’s sadistic whipping – when, instead of  brutalisation of  
his genitalia, the man’s mouth is forced open to receive the urine of  
another woman. The overabundance of  disturbing language recalls 
the colonial subjugation of  African bodies and thereby blends 
colonial and neo-colonial categorisations. Rosemonde’s brutality 
can be traced both spatially and temporally from France back to 
the Congo and to colonial times. The vulgar imagery keeps the 
man’s agony in the forefront of  the reader’s mind as Rosemonde 
takes away his humanity, not through the frequently found colonial 
framework of  animality, but through a twist in which she makes him 
a receptacle for waste, defiling him from the inside out. Rosemonde 
becomes then complicit with Belgian colonials and her fellow 
contemporary Frenchmen when she reifies Fanon’s statement that 
one consequence of  “parler petit-nègre” is that “le Blanc infeste le 
Noir de corps étrangers extrêmement toxiques” (28). La Polyandre 
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evokes a neo-colonisation wherein white female bodies impose a 
contaminating violence upon racialised bodies. Rosemonde’s outsider 
status serves then not just to reinforce a neo-colonial continuity 
between racism and the erotic but also the psychological and physical 
structures of  racial violence to which these populations were subject 
to throughout and following colonisation. 

However, through the use of  this Ghanaian female proxy for 
her violence, Rosemonde’s acts engage in a neo-colonial violence 
upon the black female. Rosemonde transforms the prostitute as 
“victimiser” into an instrument which defiles the man, so that the 
prostitute is but a vehicle for the violence of  the white (wo)man. Here, 
the man is made toilet and the prostitute a tool so that Rosemonde 
simultaneously subverts patriarchal bodies and reproduces neo-
colonial figures of  subjugation. Bolya’s language here is vivid, 
almost palpable, in its depravity – I am thinking of  ‘écrase,’ ‘arrose,’ 
‘éjaculation,’ and ‘torrentielle’ – in order to emphasise that the 
monstrous acts performed upon the colonised continue under new 
and not so new guises in contemporary societies. The heightened 
degradation in this scene highlights however that, while there is 
complicity from male and female colonised subjects and coloniser, 
the domination by Western society is still far from over.

Conclusion
Bolya’s amplified, debased language emphasises the subjugations of  
Congolese women in the neo-colonial patriarchy of  France as it also 
forces the former colonised subjects and colonisers to confront the 
ongoing legacies of  neo/post/colonial violence. This language of  
excess underscores in obscene, savage, and profane terms that, while 
this sexual violence might be a recurrent, frequent phenomenon, it 
is extraordinary for each victim. Moreover, the practice of  sexual 
violence both stems from and interlocks with the (former) colonial 
forces, flowing forward in time and space. Twenty years after its 
publication, the problems raised in La Polyandre of  the treatment of  
African women in terms of  their race, gender, and sexuality have 
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not dissipated in France. In 2016, a female political candidate for 
the extreme right party Front National publicly called the former 
Minister of  Justice, Christiane Taubira, a monkey and in 2017, 
articles about the Senegalese-born politician Rama Yade spoke more 
about her appearance than her policies. Bolya’s excessively debased 
language reminds the reader that even if  it is 1990s (or 2010s) 
France, the (neo)colonial bodies who practice violence remain 
strong. Through his aesthetics of  violence, Bolya make the horrors 
more visible so that perhaps the future can still be recovered, and 
black women can reclaim (the representation of) their entire bodies. 

Eastern Illinois University

____
1 Two additional exceptions are Higginson’s article in which he underlines 
Bolya’s critique of  the European ethnography of  the “Other” and Kom’s 
article on the “polar africain”.
2 Cameroonian author Calixthe Beyala is also known for her portrayals of  
Black women as having their own sexuality and desires at the expenses of  
men whom they mistreat.
3 Following in Bolya’s footsteps, in 2018, Congolese gynecologist Denis 
Mukwege and Iraqi human rights activist Nadia Murad won the Nobel 
Peace Prize for their efforts to stop the use of  sexual violence as a war 
weapon.
4 In addition to Diop’s and Mabanckou’s works, in their chapter on African 
literary violence, Odile Cazenave and Patricia Célérier cite novels such as 
Monénembo’s L’aîné des orphelins (2000), Dongala’s Johnny chien méchant 
(2002), and Kourouma’s Allah n’est pas obligé (2000) as best representative 
of  this trend. 
5 See Higginson; Kom.
6 See Holland; Lorde; Omolade. 
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